You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NILFISK METEOR. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the NILFISK METEOR in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
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page 2) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Cable rewinder Power level Dust bag indicator On/off switch Open/close button, dust container
Dust container HEPA filter Cyclone Handle Parking groove for tube and nozzle Exhaust filter Rating plate Upholstery nozzle Brush nozzle Hard floor nozzle
Combination nozzle Crevice nozzle Turbo nozzle Mini turbo nozzle Bent end Accessory storage or pieces of glass. · Do not pick up anything that is burning or
smoking such as cigarettes, matches or hot ashes. @@· Do not use the machine outdoors. · Do not handle the machine with wet hands. · Turn off the machine
before unplugging. · To unplug, grasp the plug, not by pulling on the cable. Do not carry or pull the machine by the cable. @@Regularly inspect the cable for
damage, in particular if it has been crushed, shut in a door or run over. · Do not use the machine if it appears faulty. Have the machine inspected by an
authorized service center if the machine has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors or has been exposed to water.
· No changes or modifications to the mechanical or electrical safety devices should be made. @@@@Use of unauthorized filters will void the warranty. @@·
Do not use the machine as a toy. Do not leave children with the machine without supervision. · This appliance is not to be used by children or persons with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction.

Children must be supervised to make sure they do not play with the appliance. · If the supply cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its
service agent or similary qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. 2. Safety instructions 3. @@@@@@@@Press on/off button and adjust power level.
3.1.2 Stop Turn off the machine and unplug. @@Activate the cable rewinder. @@Insert the hose connector into the suction inlet. 2. Connect the bent tube to
the tube. 3. Connect the tube to the nozzle. 4.
The tube is telescopic and can be adjusted to your height. Push the adjusting button to extend the tube and pull back to shorten to desired length. Container
full indication On the control panel a lamp is placed, where you will receive notification, when the container is full or the suction is degraded otherwise. The
dust container must be emptied if the lamp is constantly on when the machine is operating at maximum power and the nozzle is raised from the floor.
Container full indication 3.5 Washing/exchanging the HEPA filter You will have access to the HEPA filter when you have released the dust container. Rinse
the inside of the filter using lukewarm tap water. Do not use any cleaning agents and avoid touching the filter surface. Tap the filter to remove the excess
water. Make sure to let the filter dry before putting it back into the vacuum cleaner.
If necessary, exchange the filter. Please note that the machine will not function without a HEPA filter. 3.6 Parking the tube and nozzle There are two grooves
for parking. One located on the underside to use when machine stands on the back, and the other on the back to use when the machine is standing on the
wheels.
3.7 Thermal fuse On/off switch Cable rewinder The machine is fitted with a thermal fuse, which prevents the machine from overheating. If the thermal fuse
blows, the machine automatically switches off the motor and must cool before it can be started again. Restart 1. Turn off the machine and unplug from the
wall socket.
2. @@3. Let the machine cool. 4. Plug in the machine again and push the start button. The machine will not start until cool enough. If the machine does not
start turn it off and unplug. @@@@@@@@@@Brush nozzle (14) Use the brush nozzle for curtains and window sills. @@Crevice nozzle (17) Use the
crevice nozzle for narrow spaces. Turbo nozzle (18) Use the turbo nozzle for efficient carpet cleaning.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@The guarantee does not cover: · Normal wear and tear of accessories and filters. · Defects or damage occurring as a direct or
indirect result of incorrect use - such as the vacuuming of rubble, hot ashes or carpet deodorant powder. · Abuse, loss or lack of maintenance as described in
Instructions for use. · If the machine has been used for home renovations. @@Nor will it cover incorrect or poor configuration, i.e. @@@@· If the identity
number is removed from the vacuum cleaner. 5 5. @@@@A fuse in the building may have blown and needs to be changed. @@Reduced suction power The
dust container may be full and needs to be emptied, see instructions.
The HEPA filter may be blocked and has to be washed/exchanged, see instructions. The bent tube, hose, tube or nozzle may be blocked and needs to be
cleaned. If the machine stops The thermal fuse may have blown, see instructions. 6. @@@@· Order original accessories from a local dealer.
@@· If the machine is used in a commercial environment, i.e. @@@@WHEELIE Symbol Information This symbol on the product or on its packing indicates
that this product may not be treated as household waste. Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and
electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and human
health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product.
For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please contact your local city office, your household waste disposal service or the shop where
you purchased the product. Responsibility Nilfisk disclaim all responsibility for all damage caused by incorrect use or modification of the machine. 6 Original
Instructions Nilfisk-Advance A/S Industrivej 1 DK - 9560 Hadsund tel.: (+45) 7218 2100 www.nilfisk.com www.nilfisk.com .
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